Abstract-In this paper, two dynamic spectrum sharing models are proposed, namely a Markov-chain model and a queue-based model in order, to evaluate the performance of CRAHNs, where the shared Primary Channels (PCs) are complemented by unshared Secondary Channels (SCs). The new contribution of this paper is as follows. Firstly, our Markov-chain model is extendable to any practical number of PCs and SCs and remains accurate for any practical Primary User (PU) and Secondary User (SU) tele-traffic intensity. As a benefit, our technique accurately estimates the maximum number of Secondary Users Per Second (NSUPS) supported by a system, both by queuing analysis and by the Markov-chain model. In addition to our Markov-chain model, we also conceive queue-based models, which generally impose a lower modeling complexity than that of Markov-chain models, although at the cost of being more inaccurate. Our numerical results confirm the reduced evaluation complexity and improved accuracy of the proposed models and analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Compared to traditional ad hoc networks, Cognitive Radio aided Ad Hoc Networks (CRAHNs) are capable of increasing the achievable capacity by sensing and exploring the white holes in the licensed spectrum in opportunistic ways. However, it remains a challenge to cope with the dynamic characteristics of CRAHNs, including their distributed architecture, multi-hop routing, node mobility and their dynamic 'frequency-hopping' across spectral bands subject to substantial spatio-temporal variance [1] [2] . The initial capacity analysis of ad hoc networks was provided in [3] , which stimulated numerous subsequent studies including current research on the capacity of CRAHNs, mainly focusing on their theoretical bounds, where the nodes relying on diverse transceivers are typically assumed to be randomly distributed according to various geographic models [4] [5] . As a further advance, the authors of [7] [8] investigated the practical performance of SUs by setting up a stochastic model of the channel state variations. In [7] , the attainable performance was characterized with the aid of the so-called channel occupancy model in which the transition probabilities between channel states were known, but the channel states were only partially observable. The authors of [8] studied a MAC scheme relying on distributed spectrum sensing and the SUs' performance was characterized by modeling the channel's availability using a two-state Markov chain.
The dynamic variation of the traffic of PUs and SUs is considered by the models in [10] [11] . However, these contributions neglected the un-licensed spectrum can only be used by SUs. Although the un-licensed spectrum is unshared, it has a significant impact on sharing of the licensed spectrum. The authors of [12] evaluated the performance of SUs which had access to both the PCs and SCs by. However, their proposed 3-D Markov model is readily not extendable to a large user population. Instead, three queuing models, namely Q1: PCs occupied by PUs, Q2: PCs occupied by SUs, and Q3: SCs occupied by SUs, were proposed to evaluate the performance of SUs. Naturally, these queues influence each other, but these influences are neglected and hence only an approximate evaluation was provided in [12] . This paper provides the capacity and performance analysis of the above-mentioned spectrum sharing model, where the shared PCs are complemented by unshared SCs. We propose two different dynamic spectrum sharing models for analysing the attainable performance of CRAHNs. The first one is a Markov-chain model, which is computationally more complex, but more accurate, while the other is a queue-based model, which is computationally less complex but less accurate. As for the proposed Markov model, our contribution is threefold. At first, our Markov-chain model is extendable to an arbitrary practical number of PCs as well as SCs and hence it may be used for the system's accurate performance characterization. Secondly, we demonstrate that our analysis is applicable, regardless of the tele-traffic intensity considered. Thirdly, we also derive a closed-form expression for the maximum NSUPS, which is verified by the Markov-chain model in order to characterize the capacity upper-bound of SUs operating in practical traffic scenarios. Our further contribution in terms of the proposed queue-based model is also three-fold. Firstly, against the above-mentioned background, we characterize the effects of the coupled relationships between the PCs occupied by SUs and SCs occupied by SUs, so as to improve the modeling accuracy of [12] . Secondly, we will demonstrate that we can reduce the number of queues from three as in [12] to two, in order to simplify the analysis. Finally, we will demonstrate that provided the call arrival rate of PUs is lower than that of SUs, the proposed queuing model is extremely accurate in comparison to [12] .
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we described our system, while its basic Markov model and performance analysis are detailed in Section III. In Section IV, we then present an improved queuing model and its performance analysis. Our numerical results are discussed in Section V, while in Section VI, we provide our conclusions. For the sake of evaluating the performance of CRAHNs for an arbitrary number of PCs or SCs, the equilibrium equations must be extendable. First, we consider the general relationships seen in the STD of Fig.1 . If there are idle channels available at the initial state of the Markov chain, one of the idle channels in either the PC set or in the SC set can be occupied by a new PU or SU. Then we have: 
II
By contrast, if no idle channels are available at the initial state of the Markov chain, but a PU intends to initiate a new session, and some PCs are occupied by SUs, then the PU will be given immediate access to a PC occupied by a SU. The interrupted SU session will then be dropped, if no idle SC is available. This scenario is characterized as:
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Then, we can combine eq. (1) and (2) 
The corresponding Steady State Probability (SSP) may then be derived by solving the set of equations eq. (1), (2) and (3). Based on the knowledge of the SSP, we can then evaluate the performance metrics of Call Blocking Probability (CBP), Call Dropping Probability (CDP) and NSUPS that may be supported with the aid of the following performance analysis.
A. Performance Analysis
To start with, let us consider the SU's CBP. A new SU will be blocked if and only if all PCs and SCs are occupied. The CBP for the SUs may be formulated as:
Let us now consider the SU's CDP. For an active SU, when a new PU arrives, and all PCs as well as SCs are occupied, and assuming furthermore that at least one PC is occupied by a SU, then the PU will opt for occupying the PC currently engaged by the active SU, when the interrupted active SU has no opportunity to switch to another free channel, hence it will be dropped. Then the CDP for each active SU is:
The CDP for SUs is given by the fraction of the active SUs being dropped from the total number of SUs being admitted per unit time interval, namely as:
Finally, the normalized NSUPS supported without being dropped and blocked is then given by the average call completion probability of a SU, namely by:
The actual NSUPS is then given by:
So far, we have evaluated the performance of SUs by setting up an extendable Markov model capable of handling an arbitrary number of PUs and SUs. The associated computational complexity of solving the equilibrium equations is generally on the order of ( )
, where n is the number of states in the Markov chain given by:
Fortunately, the number of PCs 1 c and SCs 2 c is in general not too high.
B. The Maximum NSUPS Supported and Their Tele-Traffic
It can be readily shown that there is no precondition for the SSP's existence in a Markov model [13] , hence the Markov model is applicable to any PU's and SU's traffic intensity, which allows us to estimate the maximum NSUPS that can be supported in practice. In Figure 2 , we evaluated the NSUPS supported from eq. (8), which shows that upon increasing the call arrival rate of SUs, the NSUPS also increases due to the increased offered traffic. When the call arrival rate of SUs is low, the number of SUs dropped from the set of SUs admitted remains low due to the low conveyed traffic in the system. Therefore, the fraction of SUs completing their call per unit time interval is high, provided the call arrival rate of SUs is low. However, when the call arrival rate of SUs becomes excessive, the fraction of SUs admitted per unit time interval also increases, naturally also increasing the fraction of SUs dropped per unit time. Needless to say that, the total successfully carried tele-traffic tends to a limited maximum value, which is determined by the system's maximum capacity. Below we explore this issue further.
The probability of the event that i PCs are occupied by PUs, when ) ( 1 i c − PCs are available for SUs, is given by (12) in the section IV. When the arrival rate of the SUs tends to infinity, all the channels available for SUs are busy, hence the maximum NSUPS supported by system is given by:
[ ] , using the Markov-chain model in order to verify the accuracy of the closed-form formula (10) . When using the Markov-chain model, we assume that the arrival rate of SUs is high, such as 
IV. QUEUING MODEL AND ANALYSIS
As mentioned above, in order to reduce the computational complexity of the Markov-chain based method, the authors of [12] set up a queue-based model composed by three subqueues, Q1, Q2, Q3 as mentioned in Section I. This model uses the probability of the state ( )
; ; jointly characterizing the performance, expressed as:
(11) when they are independent of each other. Naturally, Q1 may be deemed to be a unique independent queue, because the PUs have absolute priority in using the PCs. By contrast, Q2 and Q3 are influenced by Q1, while Q2 and Q3 have an influence on each other, because for example the number of PCs used by SUs influences the number of SCs used by SUs. This interdependence influences the arrival rate or service rate of Q2 and Q3. To elaborate a little further, Q2, is definitely influenced by Q1, since the call dropping or channel swapping events of SUs forced by the PUs in Q1 are expected to increase the service rate of Q2. Therefore only } { 1 i N P Q = is an independent and accurate probability. If we mitigate or eliminate these influences, the accuracy of the joint probability estimate of eq. (11) improves, since (11) was formulated by assuming the independence of the three sub-queues.
Based on the Markov-chain analysis of Section III, we can see from the eq. (1)- (8) that it is the two-component joint probability, but not the three-component one of eq. (11), that is used for obtaining all the results. Hence the performance experienced by the SUs may be characterized with the aid of two, rather than three sub-queues. Below we embark on verifying this hypothesis by evaluating the performance experienced by the SUs relying on a new queue-based model composed by two sub-queues, namely by )
, as defined in Section II.
Since the PUs enjoy absolute priority in using the PCs, ) ( 1 t N may be modeled by a 
The inaccuracy in (13) 
The CDP for each active SU is given by:
The CDP for SUs may be formulated as:
The actual NSUPS supported is given by:
The joint probability estimate of (14)- (17) is expected to be more accurate than that in eq. (11) . Hence in line with reality, Q2 and Q3 are no longer considered to be independent. As a further benefit, the computational complexity of the joint probability calculation will also be decreased, since it is obtained by multiplying two SSPs, namely those of ) ( 1 t N and ) ( 2 t N instead of three. Interestingly, from (14), (15) and (16), we arrive at the relationship between the CBP and the CDP in the form of:
where
is an accurate probability according to eq. (12) and (13) . Let Δ be the error of the CBP of SUs, which is formulated as:
(19) The CDP given by the new queuing model is formulated as: 
Therefore, when the arrival rate of PUs increases beyond the arrival rate of SUs, the error of CDP will be increased, otherwise, it is extremely accurate, hence the optimum preconditions of its application were explicitly formulated here.
The complexity of evaluating eq. (17) may be shown to be
, which is significantly lower than that of the Markov-chain model of Section III that is roughly proportional to [ ] 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we characterize the performance experienced by the SUs with the aid of both our Markov-chain model, our queue-based model and the queue-based model of [12] . We investigate how the PUs' arrival rate and the number of PCs influence the performance of SUs for the parameters of Figure 3 shows that as expected, the CBP increases upon increasing the arrival rate of PUs, because the number of idle PCs decreases upon increasing the traffic load of PUs. In Figure 4 , the CBP is shown to decrease upon increasing the service rate of PUs due to having an increased number of idle PCs upon increasing the departure rate of PUs. Figure 5 shows that upon increasing the arrival rates of the PUs, the CDP of SUs increases, because more SUs occupying PCs are forced to terminate their sessions by new PUs. Observe in Figure 6 that when the service rate of PUs tends to 0, the traffic intensity of PUs tends to infinity. Then there are almost no idle PC for SUs, hence almost no SUs have the opportunity to occupy the PCs. As a result, the CDP of SUs tends to 0, but this is clearly not a sign of good service for the SUs. When the service rate 1 μ of PUs increases, the traffic intensity 1 ρ of PUs becomes lower, hence there are more idle PCs provided for the SUs, although occupying the PCs is associated with a high risk of being forced to terminate the SU sessions by PUs, when the service rate of PUs is low. Therefore the CDP of SUs increases substantially even for a modest increase of the PUs' service rate, which may actually decrease the holding time of PUs, hence the CDP of SUs begins to decrease when the PUs' service rate increases beyond a certain value. In Figure 7 , upon increasing the arrival rate of PUs, the number of PCs available for SUs decreases and thereby the NSUPS decreases. Finally, Figures 3-7 indicate that the CBP and CDP increases, while the NSUPS decreases upon decreasing the number of PCs as well as the number of available PCs.
Comparing the CBP, CDP and NSUPS results of the three models, we can see that the results of Figures 3-7 evaluated from the new queuing model relying on two sub-queues are closer to the ideal result of the Markov model than those of the triple-queue model of [12] . Again, this is because there is only a single inter-dependence between two sub-queues instead of having multiple dependences between three sub-queues, although the match of the CDP and the NSUPS, which is decided by CBP and CDP seen in Figures 5-7 is not as close as that of the CBP seen in Figures 3-4 . Eq. (20) provides a physically tangible explanation of this phenomenon and suggests that when the arrival rate of PUs is lower than that of SUs, the proposed queuing model is quite accurate in comparison to that of [12] .
We support this conclusion by letting 2 λ vary form 0 to 0.7
for the same other parameters as above. Figure 8 shows that with the increase of the SUs' arrival rate, the number of SUs occupying PCs but being forced to terminate their sessions by PUs increases, hence the CDP also increases. When the arrival 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed two spectrum sharing models considering the SCs as well as the dynamic traffic of PUs and SUs for the performance analysis of CRAHNs. Specifically, a Markov-chain model and a queue-based model was investigated. The proposed Markov model is accurate as well as extendable to an arbitrary practical number of PCs and SCs and to any practical PU and SU traffic intensity. We first pointed out that the Markov model is applicable to any PU and SU traffic intensity, which allows us to assume that the arrival rate of SUs is high, such as 7 2 10 = λ and thus to determine the maximum NSUPS by a Markov-based method. Furthermore, we have derived the closed-form expression (10) for the maximum NSUPS for SUs operating in practical traffic scenarios. In contrast to the Markov-chain model, the queuebased model has a lower complexity, although at the cost of being more inaccurate. Moreover, our analysis provided by eq. (20) and the numerical results of Figures 5 and 8 indicate that provided the arrival rate of PUs is lower than that of SUs, the accuracy of the CDP of SUs evaluated from the proposed queuing model is high. In a nutshell, our numerical results verify the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed models. In our future research, diverse spectral and transmission models will be studied [2, 6, 9] . Arrival Rate of Secondary Users Dropping Probability of Secondary Users c1=3;c2=3; Markov Model c1=3;c2=3; 2 Sub-queues c1=3;c2=3; 3 Sub-queues c1=5;c2=3; Markov Model c1=5;c2=3; 2 Sub-queues c1=5;c2=3; 3 Sub-queues 
